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Unless expliitly spei�ed otherwise, this manual pertains to newer ONETEP versions � v4.4.x, where

x ≥ 6; and v4.5.1.0 and later. These versions feature a number of hanges to defaults and input syntax.
In partiular, sine v4.5.13.5 several input keywords have been hanged � the keywords from before

(version v4.4.6 up to v4.5.13.5) and after (versions ≥ v4.5.13.5) these hanges are provided. Please

make sure to hek your version of ONETEP to ensure you are using the orret keywords. If you

are using a version of ONETEP older than v4.4.6, please onsult �Impliit Solvation (older versions)�

instead.

1 The model

For a brief overview of the model used in ONETEP, see [3℄. For a more detailed desription, inluding

the optimal hoie of parameters, see [4℄.

ONETEP inludes solvation e�ets by de�ning a smooth dieletri avity around the solvated moleule.

In ontrast to PCM-based approahes, the transition from a dieletri permittivity of 1 to the bulk

value of the solvent is smooth, rather than disontinuous. Thus, there is no �avity surfae�, stritly

speaking, but rather a thin region of spae where the transition takes plae. The avity and the

transition are de�ned by a simple funtion relating the dieletri permittivity, ǫ(r), to the eletroni

density, ρ(r), yielding an isodensity model. This funtion, de�ned in [1℄, eq.7, and in [3℄ eq.1 depends on
three parameters � ǫ∞, the bulk permittivity of the solvent; ρ0, the eletroni density threshold, where

the transition takes plae and β, whih ontrols the steepness of the hange in ǫ. The nonhomogeneous

Poisson equation (NPE) is then solved to obtain the potential due to the moleular density in the

nonhomogeneous dieletri. A more general ase, where salt ions an be added to the solvent (spei�ed

via onentrations), requires solving the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation.

1.1 The model: smeared-ions

Beause the NPE is solved for the moleular density, yielding the moleular potential, a numerial trik

termed the smeared-ion formalism is used to reonile this with the usual DFT way of thinking in terms

of valene-eletroni and ore densities separately. In this formalism nulear ores are modelled by

narrow positive Gaussian distributions and the usual energy terms are re-ast (f. [4℄, Appendix):
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• the usual Hartree energy is now replaed by the �moleular Hartree energy�, that is the eletro-

stati energy of the moleule's total harge distribution in the potential this harge distribution

generates, in the presene of dieletri, under open boundary onditions;

• the loal pseudopotential energy is orreted by an extra term that takes the smeared-ion nature

of the ores into aount;

• a self-interation orretion term is added to the total energy to aount for the added Gaussian

distributions (eah of them self-interats). This term does not depend on the eletroni degrees

of freedom, but depends on the ioni positions;

• a non-self-interation orretion term is added to the total energy to aount for the added Gaus-

sian distributions (they interat with eah other). This term does not depend on the eletroni

degrees of freedom, but depends on the ioni positions.

In priniple, the total energy of the system is unhanged by the appliation of the smeared-ion formal-

ism, however, due to minor numerial inauraies some disrepanies may be observed. These anel

out when alulating energy di�erenes between solvated and in vauo systems, provided the smeared-

ion formalism is used for the vauum alulation as well. There is one parameter to the smeared-ion

formalism, σ, whih ontrols the width of the Gaussians plaed on the ions. See [4℄ for more details

on the hoie of this parameter. The default value is almost always OK.

1.2 The model: open boundary onditions

In the smeared-ion formalism the moleular Hartree energy is not obtained in reiproal spae, like in

standard ONETEP alulations, but rather by solving the Poisson equation (homogeneous in vauum,

nonhomogeneous in solution) in real spae, under open boundary onditions (BCs). This is another

reason why solvated alulations should be ompared only with in vauo alulations performed with

smeared ions � the boundary onditions need to be onsistent for the energy di�erenes to be physially

meaningful.

Sine the (moleular) Hartree energy is alulated under open boundary onditions, the remaining

energy terms must use open BCs for onsisteny. The ore-ore energy is evaluated by means of a

diret Coulombi sum instead of the Ewald tehnique. The loal pseudopotential term is alulated in

real-spae rather than in reiproal spae. This happens automatially one smeared ions are turned

on. Solvation alulations in ONETEP require no orretions due to periodiity (in ontrast to the

original model of [1℄), as they are natively performed under open BCs. On the other hand, solvation

alulations using periodi or mixed boundary onditions are urrently not supported in ONETEP

(but we're working on it � see setion 6.3 for details of new experimental support for fully periodi

boundary onditions).

1.3 The model: self-onsistently hanging avity

Sine the dieletri avity is determined wholly by the eletroni density, it will hange shape every

time the eletroni density hanges. From the physial point of view this is good, sine it means the

density an respond self-onsistently to the polarization of the dieletri and vie versa. From the

omputational point of view this is rather inonvenient, beause it requires extra terms in the energy
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gradients (see e.g. [1℄ eqs. 5 and 14). Beause these terms vary rapidly over very loalised regions of

spae, their aurate alulation requires unreasonably �ne grids and beomes prohibitively di�ult

for larger moleules. On the other hand, negleting these terms while nevertheless hanging the avity

shape in response to the hanges in the eletroni density results in lak of onvergene. Below we

outline three proposed solutions to this problem.

1.3.1 Fixed avity

A solution whih is straightforward, but an approximation, onsists in �xing the avity and not

allowing it to hange shape. This is realized by performing an in vauo alulation �rst, then restarting

a solvated alulation from a onverged in vauo density. In this way the �nal in vauo density will be

used to generate the avity, whih will remain �xed for the duration of the solvated alulation. This

should yield solvation energies within several perent of the aurate, self-onsistent alulation, f. [3℄.

As the avity remains �xed, the di�ult extra terms no longer need to be alulated. The extra error

is small while the memory and CPU requirements are greatly redued (beause the grid does not need

to be made �ner), thus this is the reommended solution. Note that this is still a self-onsistent

proess (the neessary terms are inluded in the Hamiltonian), only the avity is kept �xed.

The restarting an be performed in two fashions, either manually or automatially. For the manual ap-

proah, ensure you have write_denskern T and write_tightbox_ngwfs T in the vauum alulation.

Also ensure you have is_smeared_ion_rep T, as per 1.1. One the alulation in vauum is omplete,

restart in solvent by adding read_denskern T, read_tightbox_ngwfs T, and is_impliit_solvent

T. It's probably a good idea to run this on a opy, or else the restart �les from the solvated alulation

are going to overwrite the restart �les from vauum. You an also disable the writing out of restart

�les in solution.

A more elegant solution, is to use is_auto_solvation T alongside is_impliit_solvent T. This will

automatially perform a vauum alulation, save restart �les, initiate a solvated alulation, read the

restart �les, generate the avity and ontinue with a solvated alulation. In this ase the restart �les

are given distint extensions (e.g. .dkn vs. .vauum_dkn).

1.3.2 Quasi-onsistently-updated avity

The seond solution, reduing the error by about a fator of two, but twie as awkward, is to employ

what we've termed quasi-self-onsistent updating of the avity. A fully onverged in vauo alulation

is performed similarly to the �rst approah. Again, the solvated alulation proeeds by means of a

restart and uses a �xed avity, however it is terminated after several, say 3, steps, writing out the new

density. Another restart is then performed, with the avity being updated, as it is read from the saved

�les. This is again terminated after, say 3, steps and the proess is repeated until onvergene. In

this way the avity is updated in between restarts, avoiding the need to alulate the di�ult extra

term. This, however, means that the avity is still �xed when alulating gradients, doing line searhes

and so on, and the proess is not stritly variational, onverging to an energy that is (expeted to

be) somewhere between the approximation of approah one and the true self-onsistent energy. The

awkwardness is ameliorated by the use of a sript that automatially does the restarts within one PBS

job, so this does not require more than one qsub.
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1.3.3 Fully self-onsistently-updated avity

The third solution is to perform alulations with the avity self-onsistently responding to hanges

in density (as in [1℄), but as mentioned earlier, this is ostly, beause it requires grids that are �ner

than default. This is ahieved by setting is_dieletri_model SELF_CONSISTENT and inreasing

fine_grid_sale to something like 3. You might be able to get away with 2.5, you might need 3.5

or more. The memory and CPU ost inrease with the ube of this value (whih is 2.0 by default).

Ideally, one suh alulation ould be performed to assess the magnitude of the error introdued by

using one of the two simpler approahes. This error in the free energy of solvation is expeted to be

less than 3-4% perent for harged speies and less than 1% for neutral speies, meaning alulations

with a �xed avity are preferred.

1.4 The model: avitation energy

The model in ONETEP inludes the apolar avitation term in the solvent-aessible surfae-area

(SASA) approximation, thus assuming the avitation energy is proportional to the surfae area of

the avity, the onstant of proportionality being the (atual physial) surfae tension of the solvent,

γ, and the onstant term being zero. The avitation energy term is alulated and added automat-

ially, unless is_inlude_apolar F is expliitly stated. Surfae tension of the solvent has to be

spei�ed (otherwise the default for water near room temperature will be used). This an be done us-

ing is_solvent_surf_tension. In ontrast to previous versions, the atual physial value of surfae

tension is now expeted (e.g. about 0.074 N/m for water).

1.5 The model: dispersion-repulsion energy

ONETEP's model allows for the solute-solvent dispersion-repulsion apolar energy term to be mod-

eled approximately. This greatly improves the quality of obtained solvation energies for unharged

moleules, partiularly so if they are large. This term is reasonably approximated with the same

SASA approah that avitation uses, albeit with a smaller, and negative, prefator. In pratie this is

most easily ahieved by simply saling the avitation term down by a onstant fator. A good saling

fator is 0.281705, whih is what our model uses by default. The keyword ontrolling this parameter

is is_apolar_saling_fator and its argument is a unitless value.

2 The implementation

The NPE is solved by means of a multigrid solver. Currently ONETEP is interfaed to a solver alled

DL_MG [5, 6℄. The solver is distributed with ONETEP and is ompiled in by default. Solving the

NPE is a memory- and time-onsuming proess, and you should expet solvation alulations to take

about 2-3 times longer ompared to standard ONETEP. The memory requirement of the solver grows

ubially with the grid size along one dimension, so extra vauum/bulk solvent is not free anymore,

as soon as smeared ions are turned on!
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The solver uses a multigrid approah to solve the NPE to seond order. To ensure the high-order

auray neessary for solvation alulations, the solver then applies a high-order defet orretion

tehnique, whih iteratively orrets the initial solution to a higher order. Consult [4, 6℄ for more

information on the defet orretion approah used in DL_MG.

Another limitation of the multigrid solver is the that grid sizes it uses are not reated equal. Good

grid sizes are divisible many times into grids twie as small. For example a grid with 161 points (and

so 160 grid-edges in between them) is an exellent hoie, sine it divides into two grids with 81 points

(160 splits into two 80's), these divide into two grids with 41 points, whih in turn divide into two grids

with 21 points, whih divide into two grids with 11 points and so on. This lets the solver use many

multigrid levels, inreasing e�ieny. Now onsider a grid with 174 points (and so 173 grid-edges).

173 is prime, and this grid annot be subdivided at all.

Knowing about these limitations, ONETEP will sometimes slightly redue your �ne grid dimensions

when passing data to and from the multigrid solver. This trunation always a�ets the right-hand side

of the grid, and by default between 1 and 7 grid lengths will be trunated, to give the multigrid enough

�exibility. This is done automatially, and you will be informed about the details like this:

ONETEP fine grid is 126 x 126 x 126 gridpoints, 29.0000 x 29.0000 x 29.0000 bohr.

FD multigrid is 121 x 121 x 121 gridpoints, 27.8492 x 27.8492 x 27.8492 bohr.

Here ONETEP disarded just over 1 bohr from your system.

Even though this is done automatially, it is your responsibility to ensure that nothing of signi�ane

(read: any harge density) is in the margin that is thrown away. If your NGWFs extend into the

margin, you're srewed.

Note that when using the reently introdued experimental support for fully periodi boundary on-

ditions, the grid is resized in a di�erent way in order to maintain the periodiity of the simulation ell

� see setion 6.3.2 for details.

2.1 Basi diretives used in solvation alulations

• is_impliit_solvent T/F � turns on/o� the impliit solvent. Default is o�.

• is_inlude_apolar T/F � turns on/o� the apolar energy terms. Default is on.

• is_smeared_ion_rep T/F � turns on/o� the smeared-ion representation. Default is o�, but if

ONETEP detets you're running a solvation alulation, it will turn it on for you and let you

o� with a warning. When omparing results of two alulations (e.g. results in vauum and in

solvent), always ensure this is set identially in both alulations.

• is_density_threshold x � sets the solvation parameter ρ0 to x (atomi units). The default is

0.00035, as per [3℄.

• is_solvation_beta x � sets the solvation parameter β to x (no unit). The default is 1.3, as

per [3℄.

• is_bulk_permittivity x � sets the solvation parameter ǫ∞ to x (no unit). The default is 78.54

(suitable for water near room temperature and pressure and at low frequenies) if impliit solvent

is on, and 1.0 is impliit solvent is o�.
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• is_solvent_surf_tension x � sets the solvation parameter γ to x (unit must be supplied).

The default is 0.07415 N/m (whih is suitable for water near room temperature).

• is_apolar_saling_fator x � ontrols the saling of the apolar term with the aim of taking

solute-solvent dispersion-repulsion into aount. The default is 0.281075.

• mg_defo_fd_order x (≥ v4.5.13.5) or is_disretization_order x (< v4.5.13.5)� sets the

disretization order used when solving the NPE to x (no unit). Available values are 2, 4, 6, 8,

10 and 12, the default is 8. With 2 no defet orretion is performed. Values of 4 and above

employ defet orretion. The lowest values (2 and 4) are not reommended, beause they o�er

poor auray. Generally the largest value (12) will o�er best auray, but this has to be

weighted against a likely drop in performane (higher orders often take longer) and possibility of

Gibbs-like phenomena that may our when high orders are used with steeply-hanging dieletri

permittivity, as is the ase for larger values of β. 8 or 10 is a good starting value. Results should

not depend on the hoie of this parameter, but performane and multigrid onvergene will. See

the troubleshooting setion below for details. See [4, 6℄ for more details.

• is_smeared_ion_width x � sets the width of the smeared-ion Gaussians, σ, to x (bohr). The

default is 0.8 and should be OK for most alulations. The results should not depend on this

parameter, but only if it's within rather narrow limits of sensibility. Too high values (anything

larger than 1.0, roughly) are seriously unphysial, as they will lead to ores whose Gaussian

tails stik out of the eletroni loud, espeially in hydrogen atoms. This is very bad, sine it

does not hange the energy in vauo (the e�et of the smearing, regardless of σ, is anelled by

the orretion terms to energy), but hanges the energy in solution (by polarising the solvent

di�erently � in reality the ores are sreened by the eletrons). Too low values (anything smaller

than 0.6, roughly), on the other hand, will lead to Gaussians so thin and tall that they will

beome very di�ult for the multigrid solver to treat, requiring high orders and unreasonably

�ne grids to obtain multigrid onvergene. See [4℄ for more details.

• is_dieletri_model FIX_INITIAL/SELF_CONSISTENT � piks either the �xed avity or the

self-onsistently hanging avity, as desribed in setion 1.3.

• fine_grid_sale x � makes the ONETEP �ne grid x (no unit) times as �ne as the oarse

grid, x does not have to be an integer. The solution of the NPE and assoiated �nite-di�erene

operations are performed on (a subset of) the �ne grid. Inreasing fine_grid_sale allows for

making this grid �ner without unneessarily inreasing the kineti energy uto� of the alulation.

The default is 2. Memory and omputational e�ort inrease with the ube of x.

• is_auto_solvation x � automatially runs a vauum alulation before any solvation alu-

lation, thus relieving the user from the burden of manually restarting alulations. This at-

tempts to automatially ontrol the diretives for restarting, running two alulations (vauum

and solvated) in suession. Using this diretive is a must when doing impliit-solvent geome-

try optimisation, impliit-solvent moleular dynamis, impliit-solvent transition state searh or

impliit-solvent foretest. Sine v4.4 this diretive is ompatible with ondution alulations.
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2.2 Advaned diretives used in solvation alulations

The default settings usually work �ne and the advaned settings should only be hanged if you know

what you're doing.

• is_multigrid_max_iters x (< v4.5.13.5 only)� hanges the maximum number of multigrid

iterations to x (no unit). The default is 100.

� This keyword has been replaed in versions ≥ v4.5.13.5 with more spei� keywords for on-

trolling maximum numbers of iterations for di�erent omponents of the solver (see below).

• mg_max_iters_vyle x (≥ v4.5.13.5 only)� sets the maximum number of multigrid V-yle

iterations to x (no unit). The default is 50. See [6℄ for a desription of the solver, inluding the

V-yle sheme employed.

• mg_max_iters_defo x (≥ v4.5.13.5 only)� sets the maximum number of high-order defet

orretion iterations to x (no unit). The default is 30. See [6℄ for a desription of the solver,

inluding the defet orretion proedure.

• mg_max_iters_newton x (≥ v4.5.13.5 only)� sets the maximum number of Newton method

iterations to x (no unit). The default is 30. This is only relevant when solving the non-linear

Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Impliit solvation with Boltzmann ions is experimental funtion-

ality (see setion 6.1). See [6℄ for a desription of the inexat-Newton method employed by the

solver.

• mg_max_res_ratio x (≥ v5.3.1.11) � sets the threshold for the onseutive residual ratio whih

determines when the multigrid solver gives up (positive real value, no unit, the default is 0.999).

This should not require tuning.

• mg_vy_smoother_iter_pre x (≥ v5.3.1.11) � sets the number of V-yle smoother iterations

pre-smoothing (integer, no unit, the default is 2). Di�ult systems, partiularly in PBCs, might

bene�t from an inrease of this value to 4 or 8.

• mg_vy_smoother_iter_post x (≥ v5.3.1.11) � sets the number of V-yle smoother iterations

post-smoothing (integer, no unit, the default is 1). Di�ult systems, partiularly in PBCs, might

bene�t from an inrease of this value to 4 or 8.

• mg_ontinue_on_error T/F (≥ v5.3.4.4) � Instruts the multigrid solver not to abort if a solu-

tion to the NPE annot be onverged to desired toleranes, and instead to return an underon-

verged solution. This an be useful for partiularly stubborn ases, espeially in Boltzmann solva-

tion. Default is F when solving the Poisson equation and T if solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equa-

tion. If you want to turn it on, you will very likely need to inrease is_pbe_energy_tolerane

by a very large amount.

• is_multigrid_error_tol x (< v4.5.13.5 only) � hanges the error tolerane used for the termi-

nation ondition for the multigrid solver to x (no unit). The default is 1E-5. Smaller values (like

1E-7) will add negligible inrease in auray at a signi�ant omputational ost. Larger values

(like 1E-3) will inur signi�ant loss of auray at a signi�ant redution of omputational ost.

� This keyword has been replaed in versions ≥ v4.5.13.5 with more spei� keywords for

ontrolling the onvergene of di�erent omponents of the solver (see below).
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• is_multigrid_defet_error_tol x (< v4.5.13.5 only) � hanges the error tolerane used for

the termination ondition for every defet orretion iteration in the multigrid solver to x (no

unit). The default is 1E-2. Smaller values (like 1E-4) may be used to help in orner ases where

the solver does not onverge, but should only be used when neessary, sine they inrease the

omputational ost. Larger values (like 1) might derease omputational ost, but an break

onvergene, espeially with higher orders.

� This keyword has been replaed in versions ≥ v4.5.13.5 with more spei� keywords for

ontrolling the onvergene of di�erent omponents of the solver (see below).

• Convergene thresholds for ontrolling omponents of the multigrid solver (≥ v4.5.13.5 only, see

[5, 6℄ for more details about onvergene ontrol in DL_MG):

� mg_tol_res_rel x � Set the relative tolerane in the norm of the residual for the defet

orretion proedure to x (no units, the default is 1.0e-2).

� mg_tol_res_abs x � Set the absolute tolerane in the norm of the residual for the defet

orretion proedure to x (atomi units, the default is 5.0e-2).

� mg_tol_pot_rel x � Set the relative tolerane in the norm of the potential for the defet

orretion proedure to x (no units, the default is 1.0e-6).

� mg_tol_pot_abs x � Set the absolute tolerane in the norm of the potential for the defet

orretion proedure to x (atomi units, the default is 1.0e-6).

� mg_tol_vy_rel x � Set the relative tolerane for the norm of the residual in multigrid

V-yle iterations to x (no units, the default is 1.0e-8).

� mg_tol_vy_abs x � Set the absolute tolerane for the norm of the residual in multigrid

V-yle iterations to x (atomi units, the default is 1.0e-5).

� mg_tol_newton_rel x � Set the relative tolerane for the norm of the residual in New-

ton method iterations to x (only applies when solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann

equation, no units, the default is 1.0e-8).

� mg_tol_newton_abs x � Set the absolute tolerane for the norm of the residual in New-

ton method iterations to x (only applies when solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann

equation, atomi units, the default is 1.0e-5).

• is_b_oarseness x � hanges the size of the bloks into whih harge is oarsened when

boundary onditions are alulated. The default is 5. Smaller values may subtly inrease au-

ray, but will inur a omputational ost that grows as x−3
. This an be perfetly aeptable

for smaller moleules. For larger moleules (1000 atoms and more) use 7 or more to redue

omputational ost. For the e�et of this parameter on auray, f. [4℄.

• is_b_surfae_oarseness x � hanges the size of the surfae bloks onto whih harge is

interpolated when boundary onditions are alulated. The default is 1 and is reommended.

Larger values will improve omputational ost (that grows as x−2
), but may derease auray,

espeially for harged moleules. If possible, it's better to use is_b_oarseness x with a larger

x to speed up the alulation.

• is_separate_restart_files T/F (new in 3.5.3.2) � allows a di�erent set of restart �les to

be used to onstrut the dieletri avity in solvent, from the set of restart �les to be used to
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onstrut the density. This is useful if you need to restart a solvated alulation, but still want to

onstrut the avity from the onverged vauum density, and not the partially-onverged solvated

density.

• is_solvation_properties T/F (new in 5.3.2.5) � when set to T it will produe salar�elds of

quantities relevant in solvation during a properties alulation. This is useful for visualising

potentials, densities, Boltzmann ion onentrations, eletrolyte aessibilities, et.

2.3 Expert diretives used in solvation alulations

These will only be listed here and not disussed. The last three diretives are disussed in a separate

doument devoted to the real spae loal pseudopotential.

• mg_granularity_power (≥ v4.5.13.5) or is_multigrid_nlevels (< v4.5.13.5),

• is_surfae_thikness,

• is_b_threshold,

• is_ore_width,

• is_hek_solv_energy_grad,

• openb_pspot_finetune_nptsx,

• openb_pspot_finetune_f,

• openb_pspot_finetune_alpha.

2.4 Can you do solvation fores yet? Can you do geometry optimisa-

tion?

Yes! Sine 3.5.8.0 the fore terms due to impliit solvent should be automatially alulated any time

you do standard fore alulations. The formulas employed are exat (to numerial auray) when

a fully-self-onsistently-updated avity is used. For the ase of a �xed avity, they are approximate.

The approximation is very good, but initial tests suggest that you might not be able to onverge the

geometry to typial thresholds � although the noise in the fores will be small, it might be enough

lose to equilibrium to throw o� the geometry optimiser.

You should be able to do geometry optimisation and moleular dynamis without any problems with

impliit solvent, provided that you use is_auto_solvation T. Note that restarting these might be

triky if they are interrupted during the in-solvent stage � you will need to ensure the orret restart

�les (the vauum restart �les) are used to generate the solvent avity upon restart.

Smeared-ion fores in vauum are also implemented.
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2.5 Can you do impliit solvation under PBCs or mixed boundary ondi-

tions?

This funtionality is under development and experimental support for impliit solvent with fully peri-

odi boundary onditions is available (see setion 6.3).

2.6 Can you do solvents other than water?

Yes, provided you know the dieletri permittivity of the solvent and its surfae tension. Auray has

not been extensively tested, but it should work.

3 Various hints for a suessful start

• Use one of the examples provided as a starting point.

• Make sure both your vauum and solvated alulations use smeared ions.

• Make sure the parameters of both your vauum and solvated alulations are idential (box

sizes, KE uto�s, k_zero, mg_defo_fd_order (or is_disretization_order for < v4.5.13.5),

is_smeared_ion_width, is_b_oarseness, is_b_surfae_oarseness). Or just use is_auto_solvation

T.

• Choose FIX_INITIAL over SELF_CONSISTENT for is_dieletri_model.

• Use an mg_defo_fd_order (or is_disretization_order for< v4.5.13.5) of 8 and is_smeared_ion_width

of 0.8. Speify them expliitly, as the defaults may hange in the future.

• Do not mess with expert diretives.

• Have at least about 10 bohr of vauum/solvent around your moleule's NGWFs (not atomi

positions) on eah side of the simulation ell. Minimize the margin disussed in �The implemen-

tation�.

• Always start your alulation in solution as a restart from a fully onverged in vauo alulation.

Or just use is_auto_solvation T.

4 Troubleshooting: Problems, auses and solutions

• Problem: ONETEP rashes (MPI gets killed) when evaluating the boundary onditions or

solving the NPE.

Cause (1): You've run out of memory and the OOM killer killed the alulation. Solving the

NPE represents the peak memory usage of the alulation.

Solution (1): Inrease memory or derease box size or derease grid �neness.

Cause (2): You've run out of stak spae. Solving the NPE represents the peak stak usage of

the alulation.
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Solution (2): Inrease stak size using ulimit -s. Make sure you do that on ompute nodes,

not the login node.

• Problem: Multigrid alulation does not onverge or onverges very slowly. Multigrid iterations

are the ones denoted with �MG� � they onsist in defet-orreting the seond-order solution to

the NPE. Normally the multigrid alulation should onverge within several iterations (in va-

uum) and umpteen iterations (in solution). If it takes more iterations, the multigrid struggles

to onverge. In really bad ases it will diverge, whih will stop the alulation with an error

message.

(Note: For more reent versions of ONETEP, information about the MG iterations is output to

a log �le with a �lename ending _dl_mg_log.txt, while for older versions this is output into the

ONETEP output �le. If your ONETEP output �le ontains lines starting with the the text �MG

DL_MG� then you have a newer version and should examine the log �le for DL_MG iteration

information. Otherwise, this should be diretly available in the ONETEP output �le.)

Cause (1): Charge is not orretly loalized (ell is too small).

Solution (1): Chek and �x the ell size, paying attention to the margin between the MG grid

and �ne grid.

Cause (2): Dieletri permittivity too steeply hanging on the avity boundary for the urrent

grid size, �nite di�erenes struggling to approximate the hanges. This is the ulprit if the al-

ulation ran �ne in vauo but struggles in solvent.

Solution (2): Preferable, but painful, solution is to make the grid �ner (fine_grid_sale).

Otherwise an inrease or derease of disretization order may help (make sure it stays onsis-

tent aross your alulations, though). A parameterization with lower is_solvation_beta and

is_density_threshold will usually help (make sure it stays onsistent aross your alulations,

though).

Cause (3): The smearing width is too small, making the smeared ores too thin and tall, whih

is di�ult for the �nite di�erenes. This is the ulprit if the alulation also struggles in vauo.

Solution (3): Inreasing is_smeared_ion_width will help (but mind the onsequenes), if it

was too small in the �rst plae. Inreasing the disretization order will help (espeially if you've

been using less than 10), but might lead to a similar problem (Cause (2)) in solution.

Cause (4): Too lax thresholds for onvergene of the defet orretion in DL_MG.

Solution (4): Derease is_multigrid_defet_error_tol to 1E-3 or less (for < v4.5.13.5).

For ≥ v4.5.13.5, multiple variables are used to ontrol the onvergene of the defet orre-

tion in DL_MG (see setion 2.2). To tighten the onvergene threshold of the defet orre-

tion in DL_MG for ≥ v4.5.13.5, derease the values of mg_tol_res_rel, mg_tol_res_abs,

mg_tol_pot_rel and mg_tol_pot_abs.

• Problem: Calulation struggles to onverge LNV or NGWFs or does not onverge at all. RMS

gradient stalls.

Cause (1): If you're using is_dieletri_model SELF_CONSISTENT, then this is normal, un-

less your grid is ridiulously �ne (you will need psin_spaing 0.5 and fine_grid_sale 3 or

better, as a rule of thumb).

Solution (1): Prefer is_dieletri_model FIX_INITIAL. If you de�nitely want is_dieletri_model

SELF_CONSISTENT, make the grid �ner and have a lot of memory.

Cause (2): Density kernel is not onverged enough.

Solution (2): Try minit_lnv 6 and maxit_lnv 6 (for smaller moleules) or minit_lnv 10

and maxit_lnv 10 (for large moleules).
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5 What are the values for the model parameters?

Two sets of values will be proposed here. The �rst one will be alled �high-beta� parameterization. It

o�ers the best quality (in terms of r.m.s. error from experiment) for both harged and neutral speies.

The drawbak is that the high value of β means the multigrid onvergene is poor and it often takes a

while to onverge. Or it may not onverge. This should be your �rst hoie only if auray trumps

anything else. The parameters are:

is_solvation_beta 1.6

is_density_threshold 0.00055

The seond parameterization, alled �low-beta� should pose no problems to the multigrid solver under

any irumstanes. Quality should be only marginally worse for anions and neutrals and omparable

or better for ations. These are the default parameters, and they are:

is_solvation_beta 1.3

is_density_threshold 0.00035

Both parameterizations assume is_bulk_permittivity 78.54, whih is suitable for water. It should

be noted that the model is de�ient in its treatment of anions, onsistently underestimating the mag-

nitude of the solvation e�et by 10-25%. Work is ongoing to �x this, until then a di�erent parameter-

ization may be used if one is only interested in anioni speies.

6 Reent hanges

6.1 New in version 4.4

ONETEP version 4.4 inludes a number of hanges to the DL_MG solver that should be transparent

to end-users (apart from improvements in performane). There are a few visible hanges, outlined

below.

• is_multigrid_error_damping T/F (< v4.5.13.5 only) an be used to turn on error damping

in the defet orretion proedure. This is often neessary when solving the full (non-linearised)

Poisson-Boltzmann equation, but will likely not do muh for the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann

equation or for the Poisson equation (the latter being the only supported senario urrently).

Aordingly, the default depends on is_pbe and is F for is_pbe NONE and is_pbe LINEARISED,

and T for is_pbe FULL.

� This is replaed by mg_use_error_damping in ≥ v4.5.13.5.

• is_multigrid_verbose T/F an be used to output ross-setions of quantities that are of interest

during multigrid alulations to text �les. For instane it might be desirable to examine the

permittivity to verify whether a poket in a moleule is solvent aessible or not. The ross

setions are always performed along the X diretion, for a given value of Y and Z. The following

quantities are output:

� Total density (rho),
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� Boundary ondition for the potential (bound),

� Dieletri permittivity at gridpoint (eps_full),

� Dieletri permittivity o�set by half grid point along X (eps_half_x),

� Dieletri permittivity o�set by half grid point along Y (eps_half_y),

� Dieletri permittivity o�set by half grid point along Z (eps_half_z),

� Steri potential (steri_pot) � only for is_pbe di�erent from NONE.

� Steri weight a.k.a. aessibility (steri_w) � only for is_pbe di�erent from NONE.

In addition the following quantities are output (to a separate �le) for every defet orretion

iteration:

� Total defet (defet),

� Sum of soure and Poisson ontributions to the defet (defet_stpt),

� Boltzmann ontribution to the defet (defet_bt).

� The potential value at whih the derivative of the Boltzmann term is omputed (der_pot)

� only for is_pbe di�erent from NONE.

• is_multigrid_verbose_y y � used in ombination with is_multigrid_verbose. Spei�es the

o�set along the Y axis to be y (make sure you provide units).

• is_multigrid_verbose_z z � used in ombination with is_multigrid_verbose. Spei�es the

o�set along the Z axis to be z (make sure you provide units).

Note: The is_multigrid_verbose, is_multigrid_verbose_y, is_multigrid_verbose_z keywords

are not available in versions of ONETEP > 4.5.6.0 without using the devel_ode value

MG:USE_ONETEP_DEFCO=[T/F℄:MG, whih ativates an older version of the defet orretion proedure.

This is not generally reommended.

The following keywords ontrol the experimental Poisson-Boltzmann solver funtionality, whih allows

performing alulations in impliit solvent ontaining Boltzmann ions. While this funtionality works

to the best of our knowledge, we do not provide support for it yet. Below is the bare list of keywords

for ontrolling it. These will be desribed further one this funtionality beomes supported.

• is_pbe,

• is_pbe_temperature,

• is_pbe_exp_ap,

• is_pbe_use_fas (< v4.5.13.5),

• mg_pbe_use_fas (≥ v4.5.13.5),

• is_pbe_b_debye_sreening,

• is_pbe_steri_pot_type (≥ v5.3.4.0),

• is_pbe_neutralisation_sheme (≥ v5.3.3.7),
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• is_pbe_energy_tolerane (≥ v5.3.3.7),

• is_steri_write,

• is_h_steri_utoff (< v5.3.1.11),

• is_h_steri_smearing (≥ v5.3.1.11),

• is_h_steri_dens_isovalue (≥ v5.3.1.11),

• is_s_steri_utoff,

• is_s_steri_magnitude,

• is_s_steri_smoothing_alpha,

• sol_ions,

• speies_solvent_radius (≥ v5.3.4.0).

6.2 New in version 4.5.12.8

Here we expose funtionality for exluding regions of spae from the solvent. Any exluded region has

its dieletri permittivity set to exatly 1, similarly to what happens in ore regions (f. is_ore_width).

This is useful for removing pokets of solvent that ould otherwise appear in buried avities, whih are

inaessible to the solvent, yet the eletroni density there is low enough to generate a dieletri with

a permittivity notably larger than 1.

The regions are spei�ed in a %blok is_dieletri_exlusions, whih looks like this:

%blok is_dieletri_exlusions

sphere 20.0 22.0 18.0 4.0 ! x, y, z of entre; r (all in a0)

box 13.0 16.0 20.5 29.0 13.0 15.0 ! xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax (all in a0)

xyl 18.4 20.7 7.0 ! y, z, r (all in a0)

%endblok is_dieletri_exlusions

The above exludes the solvent from a sphere entred at (20, 22, 18) a0 with a radius of 4 a0, from a box

spanning from (13, 20.5, 13) a0 to (16, 29, 15) a0, and from a ylinder oriented along the X axis, passing

through Y = 18.4 a0, Y = 20.7 a0 and a radius of 7 a0. sphere, box, xyl, yyl and zyl are the only

region shapes supported now. All exlusion regions urrently assume open boundary onditions. You

an have as many as 10000 regions spei�ed in the exlusion blok.

It is ruial to ensure that disontinuities in the permittivity are avoided, beause they prevent the

solver from onverging. Usually, exlusion regions an be hosen suh that they merge quite smoothly

with regions where the dieletri is naturally 1 (or reasonably lose). If this is not possible then (as of

version 4.5.15.19) the boundaries of the exlusion regions an be smoothed. This is ahieved using a

Fermi-Dira funtion,

ε(d) = ε∞ −
ε∞ − 1

ed/d0 + 1
, (1)

where d is the distane to the exlusion region boundary (and is negative if inside the exlusion region),

and d0 is the smearing length set by is_dieletri_exlusions_smear. By default, this is set to 0

Bohr, giving hard-walled exlusion regions (ε = 1 inside and ε = ε∞ outside). But if exlusion regions
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interfae diretly with solvent regions, it should be hosen to be at least a ouple of times larger

than the multigrid spaing, so that the permittivity beomes su�iently ontinuous for the solver to

onverge.

The values of the permittivity an be easily examined via is_multigrid_verbose (for< 4.5.6.0).

6.3 New in version 4.5.12.12: Experimental PBC solvation support

Experimental support for impliit solvent alulations in periodi BCs has been implemented. This is

under ative development and you should therefore treat any results obtained with this funtionality

with aution.

Using this funtionality, the impliit solvent model an be applied in full PBCs, i.e. where the system

is periodi along all simulation ell diretions. Support for mixed open/periodi BCs is planned for

the future, but is not urrently supported.

BCs an be spei�ed individually for the multigrid solver, loal pseudopotential, ion-ion interation

and smeared ion representation using the following new keywords:

• multigrid_b,

• pspot_b,

• ion_ion_b,

• smeared_ion_b.

Eah of these keywords aepts a string whih should ontain three haraters (whih may be separated

by spaes), speifying the BCs along the x, y and z diretions of the simulation ell. For multigrid_b

the haraters may be O, P or Z, orresponding to open (Coulombi), periodi and zero BCs, respe-

tively. �Zero� BCs are open (Coulombi) BCs, but with the potential set to zero at the boundary,

rather than approximately omputed. For pspot_b, ion_ion_b and smeared_ion_b, the values

an be O or P, de�ned as for multigrid_b.

These keywords allow for �exible seletion of mixtures of open and periodi BCs, but urrently only

fully open and fully periodi BCs are supported, orresponding to values of O O O and P P P (and Z

Z Z to use zero BCs in the multigrid solver).

6.3.1 Key points on using the new keywords

• If multigrid_b is set in an input �le, but the impliit solvent model is not ativated (e.g. if

other solvent model keywords are not used) then the multigrid solver is used to ompute the

Hartree potential in vauum, without the smeared ion representation.

• Setting smeared_ion_b is insu�ient to ativate the smeared ion representation�you must also

set is_smeared_ion_rep (or use the full solvent model, e.g. via is_impliit_solvent).

• If BCs are not expliitly set using multigrid_b and the multigrid solver is ativated (for

example, by setting is_impliit_solvent: T), then the BCs for the multigrid solver default to

fully open BCs.
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• If BCs are not expliitly set using pspot_b then the BCs for the loal pseudopotential are

determined by the type of alulation being performed and should respet previous defaults.

Setting openb_pspot: T will set fully open BCs, as will setting is_impliit_solvent: T or

is_smeared_ion_rep: T. In vauum (without smeared ions) the loal pseudopotential defaults

to fully periodi BCs, unless the uto� Coulomb approah is used, in whih ase the BCs are

determined by the value of the oulomb_utoff_type keyword.

• If BCs are not expliitly set using ion_ion_b then the BCs for the ion-ion interation are

determined by the type of alulation being performed and should respet previous defaults.

Setting openb_ion_ion: T will set fully open BCs, as will setting is_impliit_solvent: T

or is_smeared_ion_rep: T. In vauum (without smeared ions) the ion-ion interation defaults

to fully periodi BCs, but this an be hanged (as normal) by using the uto� Coulomb or

Martyna-Tukerman approahes.

• If smeared_ion_b is not expliitly set, then the BCs used for smeared ions are the same as

those used for the multigrid solver (with the exeption that zero BCs for the multigrid solver are

onverted to open BCs for smeared ions).

• It is possible to speify inonsistent BCs for di�erent interation terms. A warning should be

output if this is deteted, but are is neessary to avoid unphysial results.

In short: the boundary onditions seleted by default in previous versions of ONETEP should be

respeted if the new keywords are not expliitly set. If the keywords are set, then are must be taken

to ensure that they are set onsistently in order to obtain physially realisti results. An e�ort has

been made to prevent inonsistenies between the setting of the new keywords for ontrolling BCs and

earlier keywords (suh as openb_hartree, openb_pspot and openb_ion_ion), but this has not

been extensively tested.

6.3.2 Grid sizes in periodi BCs

Under periodi BCs, the grid used by the multigrid solver must have the same dimensions as the

simulation ell. This is neessary to ensure that the solution from the solver has the orret periodiity.

The approah of trunating the grid (setion 2) to obtain a grid whih satis�es the grid size onstraints

of the multigrid solver annot therefore be used in periodi BCs. Instead, an appropriately sized grid

for use by the multigrid solver is obtained by saling ONETEP's �ne grid, hanging the number and

spaing of grid points, while maintaining the same physial dimensions. This orresponds to slightly

inreasing the sale fator for the �ne grid (used for multigrid operations) with respet to the standard

grid (determined by the kineti energy uto�) along eah oordinate diretion to ensure that the

dimensions of the �ne grid satisfy the requirements of the solver (see Ref. [5, 6℄ for details about these

requirements).

Modifying the �ne grid sale fator auses ONETEP to use the modi�ed �ne grid throughout the

alulation. This has the unfortunate onsequene that ONETEP must perform additional work to

interpolate and �lter between the �ne grid and a slightly smaller �double grid�, whih is used during

other parts of a ONETEP alulation. This is usually avoided by making the �ne and double grids the

same size, but is no longer possible when the �ne grid is modi�ed for multigrid operations in PBCs.

In open BCs, this is not an issue, sine the grid used by the multigrid solver is simply a trunated

version of the usual �ne grid, with the same grid point spaing.
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6.3.3 Known issues and untested funtionality

• Periodi BCs are not yet urrently ompatible with the is_dieletri_exlusions blok.

• Periodi BCs have not been tested in self-onsistent avity mode�only �xed avity alulations

are known to work.

• Fores and geometry optimization have not been tested when using impliit solvent under periodi

BCs�only energy alulations are known to work.

• Care should be taken when dealing with harged solutes as a neutralizing bakground harge

is required when solving the Poisson equation for non-neutral systems under periodi BCs (this

will have impliations for the polarization of the impliit solvent).

7 Questions?

Questions about impliit solvation in ONETEP should be direted to Jaek Dziedzi (J.Dziedzi[-at-℄soton.a.uk.)

or to James Womak (J.C.Womak[-at-℄soton.a.uk.)
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